Jaw-Breakers (Ice Breakers): Sunday 8pm
People-meeting games at different locations in and outside of Grebel.

Ice Cream Sundaes (It’s always ice cream time!): Sunday 10pm
The perfect conclusion to the day - fantastic sundae toppings and mingling!

Scrumdiddlyumptious Breakfast (Community Breakfast): Monday 7:30am
This breakfast starts bright and early (please make sure to show up on time, as it is not intended to be “come and go”), and it will give you a taste of what Community Suppers at Grebel will be like throughout the term.

Squirreling Around (Outdoor Activities): Monday 9am and 2pm
All Grebel outdoor time! A wide range of activities has been planned - from volleyball, to kan jam, to lying in a hammock all afternoon.

Oompa Loompa Dance (Square Dance): Monday 7pm
Best enjoyed wearing plaid, the square dance is a highlight of O-Week for many! Learn what it means to “sashay there and sashay back”, “follow your neighbour”, “bow to the lady across the hall”, and much more! Be there or be square!

Invention room (penny event): Monday 8pm
This event begins with a penny and a group. Travel through one a local ‘hood’, knocking on the doors, asking homeowners to trade in your penny (or subsequent items) for something either bigger or better. By the end of the event, you’re sure to have a quite a collection of treasures to bring back to Grebel with you!

Block Party: Monday 11pm
The Block Party is an outdoor dance, complete with fantastic snacks and bumpin’ music! You the chance to get to know students not only from Grebel, but also from the other three university colleges on campus - St. Jerome’s, Renison, and St. Paul’s.

Commencement: Tuesday 5pm
This All-College welcome event is interactive and informative – including a group expression of community!

Life at University Musical (Single and Sexy): Tuesday 7pm
A UWaterloo theatrical performance for all first-years. It addresses important situations you might face in university. Following the performance, there will be a short debrief session with Student Services staff and the Dons ...and of course there will be snacks. FYI – you don’t have to be single and/or sexy!

Factory Feud (Family Feud): Tuesday 8:30pm
First year vs Upper year teams will compete in Grebel’s very own rendition of the Family Feud game show. Can you tell us - Why might a baby be cranky? What do people do to cool down on a hot day? It’s up to you and your team to come up with the best answers and show the upper-years what you’re all about!

Sweet Dreams (Hypnotist): Wednesday 7:30pm
The fun continues with a performance by a hypnotist! Whether you are onstage or just watching the show, this will be an enjoyable experience - we promise!

Candyland (Themed Snack Night): Wednesday 10pm
Grebelites enjoy several snack nights each week, where they can mix and mingle with friends. Since you will be attending your first university lectures on Thursday, we felt that it would only be right to stick to tradition and introduce you to snack nights at Grebel - while keeping in mind our O-Week theme, of course!

Roasty Toasties (camp fire): Thursday 7pm
Relax with your new (and old) friends at our very own firepit! Chillin... food... maybe some singing.

Twisty Twizzler: Friday 6pm
This event is top secret! But one important piece of information: This is the only O-Week event where we recommend that you do NOT wear your white O-Week shirt - instead, choose an old, dark-coloured T-shirt that doesn’t need to stay clean!

Bin-gob-stoppers (Light Evening Programming): Friday 8pm
A “chill” evening consisting of bingo and a movie, or just chillin.

Wonka’s Mansion (Coffeehouse/Talent Show): Friday 10pm
Upper year Grebelites will give you a sampling of some of the incredible talent that exists here! Don’t worry, there will be countless opportunities to showcase your own talent later in the term too!

All College Retreat Saturday and Sunday
We leave Saturday morning to go relax at a camp south of Waterloo. All residents and OCR’s are expected to go. If you have a reason to miss this, you must let Student Services know. While we are away, the residence is completely closed and locked. We plan to return by 4pm on Sunday.